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THE LITTLE GUIDE TO OVERCOMING
EMOTIONAL EATING

Hi and welcome to your guide for overcoming emotional eating. 
I present a collection of insights and strategies to help you to lose weight and 

keep it off. I have learnt that the key to weight loss is not dieting but rather 
training your mind. Train your mind and you learn to make better decisions and 
escape the dieting trap. Apply these ideas regularly and you will discover a new 

approach to weight loss that will result in a slimmer, happier you…
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3   Reasons to quit dieting if you want to lose weight.

The simple fact is that dieting is not a long term solution to your weight loss. Sure
you may lose a few pounds but as soon as you come off the diet you will inevitably 
pile it back on. The only question is whether that happens quickly or a little bit 
more slowly. But I'm afraid it does happen. It's great for the multi-billion dollar 
dieting industry of course who will have the next amazing diet waiting for you on 
the shelves as soon as you've binned the last one. Here are five good reasons to 
quit dieting for good.

1   Dieting damages your self-esteem. Every time you fail to reach your target

weight with your diet your opinion of yourself lowers slightly. Sure you may blame 
the diet but deep down inside you know it's your fault for not sticking to its often
unrealistic demands. By the time you have tried a few diets you feel like a bit of
a failure and your expectations of future weight loss become very low.

2   Dieting is painful. For most people dieting is not a pleasurable experience. 

The deprivation that you feel when on a diet can play havoc with your moods and
emotions. Put simply you are much more likely to engage in emotional eating
when you are on a diet. Research has shown that the discipline required to
maintain a diet comes at a cost. As soon as you come off the diet and can relax a 
bit you are far more likely to overeat than ever before. What's more sticking to a 
diet is incredibly effortful. Maintaining that level of focus and motivation day in day 
out is exhausting.

3   Dieting doesn't teach you how to deal with your emotions. 

Remember what I have said in previous blogs. You are not overeating or making 
the wrong choices because you are hungry. You are doing it because you are 
responding to an emotion or continuing an unhelpful and well established habit. 
Dieting may educate you about calories but it will never teach you how to stop 
using food to lift your mood or to break well established habits. Learning a tool box 
of techniques to respond differently to unhelpful emotions will always be more 
effective for weight loss than any diet out there. 
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3   Reasons why eating what you want will never make you happy.

We live in a quick fix society. There is no doubt that advances in technology have
made our lives more convenient. But it has also made us less physically active and more 
reliant than ever on instant gratifications. We no longer have the patience to wait for 
anything. We want to feel good and we want to do it now. Eating offers an immediate way 
of soothing unwanted emotions rather than dealing with the problems themselves. In 
other words it offers us a quick route to pleasure. But recent research in the field of 
happiness has now suggested that the quick route to happiness will ultimately lead to 
pain. Here are three routes to long lasting happiness instead.

1   Find activities that you can become absorbed in.

Psychologists describe an experience called flow. Flow happens when we find an
activity that is both enjoyable and challenging. When we use our strengths and skills 
doing something we enjoy we become absorbed in it. Time stands still. Two hours can 
seem like two minutes. Experiences of flow lead to long term pleasure and help us grow 
as human beings. It has even been argued that the preference for fleeting pleasures over 
flow has contributed to the high depression rates both
here in the UK and in the U.S. as we fail to seek activities that feel purposeful to us. I 
personally experience flow when I'm giving a lecture on a topic I’m passionate about. For 
other people it might happen when playing sports, writing a
proposal or playing the guitar. Choosing the instant pleasures of food stops you
from seeking out more meaningful experiences of flow and long lasting happiness.

2   The second doughnut is never as good as the first.

Have you ever noticed how your first experiences of something pleasurable wear off 
pretty quickly? The first few bites of a pizza can taste wonderful although by the time you 
get to the third slice the pleasure you receive has tailed off hugely.
When you first buy your new car you feel great as you drive around showing it off.
However after just a few weeks driving it around you've got used to it and it just feels 
normal doesn't it. This phenomenon is called hedonist adaptation. The pleasure you 
receive from eating will wear off after every mouthful. The best you can hope for is a little 
burst of pleasure in the first few minutes but it will fade quickly as it becomes replaced by 
guilt and disappointment.

3   Helping others trumps everything. If you want to be truly happy research has shown 

that there is something you can do that leads to long lasting happiness and fulfilment. It 
trumps both flow and the quick fix pleasures from eating. Helping people through acts of 
kindness not only produces warm fuzzy feelings but leads to the kind of happiness that 
lasts beyond any other. Helping people will encourage you to grow as a human being 
and it won't wear off like the instant pleasures do. Eat and you will feel happy for a few 
minutes. Engage in challenging activities that you enjoy and help someone and you will
feel happy for much longer.
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5   Ways to break your emotional eating patterns.

What do eating and medicine have in common? Don't worry I'm not about to subject you 
to a Christmas cracker type joke. The answer is that both are used to medicate you. 
However whereas medicine can help cure the actual ailment you are suffering from food 
only ever deals with the symptoms. In other words food might distract you from your 
uncomfortable feelings but it will get rid of them entirely. It is clear that more people than 
ever are using food as a mood enhancer. This is particularly the case when it comes to 
sugar. Sugar lights up the pleasure centres of the brain so not only are you nicely 
distracted from your feelings but you get the added bonus of feeling high too. But its 
short lived though isn't it. Once the high wears off it’s only a matter of time before you 
reach for the next hit. True happiness however is not like this. True happiness is long 
lasting rather than fleeting. It comes from learning to feel good about yourself. It comes 
from identifying the source of unpleasant emotions and addressing these issues. 
Anything other than this is simply putting a plaster on the emotions. And that is exactly 
what emotional eating does. Instead of using food to medicate and soothe emotional pain 
you need to commit to understanding what is really happening. Remember emotions
are a message to you. They are there to inform you that something in your life is not
working and needs changing. If you bury the message with food the emotions will
continue to return and you will never break the cycle. Here are three tips to begin to
break that cycle so that you can experience happiness without resorting to eating.

1   When you feel unpleasant emotions change your focus. Instead of reaching for

food write a list of things in your life that you are grateful for.

2   When you feel unpleasant emotions ask yourself what is making you feel this way.

Consider whether there is another way you can look at the situation or experience that 
caused these emotions.

3   Emotional eaters often suffer from low self-esteem. Write a list of 5 positive qualities 

you have and read it daily.

4   Research has shown that experiences provide more happiness than things. 

When you feel unpleasant emotions listen to some music or arrange to see a friend for a 
coffee.

5   Start meditating. Meditation is a great way of reducing stress and managing 

uncomfortable emotions.
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4   Thoughts that will make you fat and how to challenge them.

I’ve often said that negative thoughts do more damage to your waist line than any high 
calorie foods. Now of course I'm aware that the activity that piles on the pounds is the 
eating. However it is always the thought that starts the process. When you appraise a 
situation you produce a thought about it. That thought in turn produces an emotion which 
in turn leads to an action. For example imagine you get home after a hard day at work 
and slump into your sofa. You feel tired and tense after your day at work. And he comes 
the thought. What a horrible day. I've got to do that all over again tomorrow. This triggers 
the emotion of dread with possibly a bit of anger and sadness thrown in for good
measure. I deserve some nice food is the next thought. This is followed by I'm going to 
have a takeaway. And before you know it you are tucking into a mountain of Chinese 
food which will obligingly add a pound or two when you jump on the scales by the end of 
the week. Does this sound familiar. If it does you are not alone. However you can choose 
to break the cycle. The key is to be mentally prepared to challenge the thought when it 
occurs. It might feel a bit of an effort initially but every time you do it, it will become a bit 
easier the next time. Once the thought becomes a regular habit it will become easier to 
maintain. Here are 4 common thoughts and how you can challenge them.

1   I deserve this.

Eating the naughty treat will provide instant pleasure. Resisting it on the other hand
requires discipline. However when the weight starts coming off the feeling will be better 
than the pleasure from any food. Not only that but it will last more than a few minutes 
unlike the naughty treat. Challenge the thought with this one. I deserve a slimmer body 
more.

2   Oh what the hell I've got to live. One time won't hurt.

This is a slippery slope back to bad eating habits. Just like the ex-smoker who just has 
that one cigarette, you are simply trying to justify an action you know you will regret later. 
We all try to justify our actions, this is human nature. But giving yourself permission to fall 
off the wagon will only lead to guilt and regret later down the line. Challenge the thought 
with this one. I’ve come this far and will feel even more proud of myself when I resist this 
temptation.

3   I need a drink or three.

Alcohol is particularly tempting as it allows you to escape the stresses of the world.
But all it really does is distract you. It numbs you from uncomfortable feelings whilst 
slapping those empty calories firmly onto your waistline. The key is to find another way to 
de-stress. This could be going for a walk, meditation, watching a movie or phoning a 
friend. You get the escapism without the calories. Challenge the thought with this one. 
I have other ways to reduce stress that won't make me fat.
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4   I'm out with friends so I'm just going to enjoy myself.

By all means enjoy yourself but stuffing your face is unnecessary. The mistake here is 
thinking that most of your enjoyment of this experience will come from the food. It won't. 
It will actually come more from the company (assuming you like the company that it is!). 
It's easy to get confused in this way. The socialising and the fun conversations with 
friends is the main source of the pleasure here. Challenge the thought with this one. I can 
still have a great time with my friends while sticking to my plan. Most importantly of all 
remember to give yourself a pat on the back every time you resist temptation. The 
feelings of pleasure, pride and self-esteem you will get when your body shape starts to 
change will be well worth it.

4   Ways to eliminate negative thoughts that lead to emotional eating.

Your thoughts are not real. I know they feel real because they come from your head.
However they are nothing more than ideas. And those ideas often represent distorted 
ways of thinking that have very little to do with reality. It is the negative unhelpful thoughts 
that tend to trigger unpleasant emotions that lead to bad food choices. The good news is 
that you can learn how to dispute these thoughts and break this pattern. Apply these four 
methods regularly and your thoughts will no longer have control over you.

1   Become a detective.

When you receive a thought search for evidence from your memory bank of experiences 
to dispute it. If you tell yourself that a doughnut is the only way to feel good remind 
yourself of all the other times you have felt good without a doughnut.

2   Look for alternatives.

Most events have a multiple causes rather than one simple one. If you tell yourself that 
you are a failure because you fell off the wagon with your diet consider what other factors 
contributed to this event. Maybe you skipped breakfast and that put you at a higher risk 
of making a bad choice later in the day. Maybe you were with a friend who persuaded 
you to eat that cheeseburger because it allowed them to feel less guilty about their own 
actions.

3   Implications.

Ok so maybe you tell yourself that your boyfriend or girlfriend finishing with you out of the 
blue is terrible when you thought it was going so well. This may temporarily make you 
feel sad and there is no point in pretending otherwise. However does that really mean 
that you have to reach for the ice cream? Does this also mean that every time you are 
sad in the future you will continue to do so? Of course it doesn’t. You can learn different 
ways to cope with this sadness if weight loss is really that important to you.
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4   Usefulness.

Telling yourself that you are a greedy git when you have that fifth slice of pizza is a
recipe for letting go of your healthy eating plan altogether. Dwelling on this unhelpful
thought will only lead to feelings of sadness or self-loathing and make it more likely that 
you will abandon healthy eating in the future. Instead work out more useful ways to deal 
with this situation if it arises again in the future. 

5   Strategies to help you stop eating when you are sad

The emotion of sadness can be painful. Sadness occurs when you lose something that 
you valued. Sadness is a state of low arousal and low motivation. When we are sad we 
have no impetus to do anything. Everything is an effort and it can seem like this feeling 
just won't shift. Often we try and fill this emptiness with food. Think Bridget Jones gorging 
on a tub of Ben and Jerry's in her pyjamas. Although this may temporarily distract us from 
the pain, a full stomach is never the answer to a broken heart. Here are 5 tips to avoid 
over eating when you are sad.

1   Write down 3 ways in which this loss you have experienced is actually for the best in 

the long term. Maybe you know deep down inside that the relationship that has just 
ended wasn't right for you and that you were holding onto it out of fear rather than love. 
Maybe losing your job is an opportunity for you to do something different that you always 
dreamt of doing and are truly passionate about it.

2   Everything is temporary. Remind yourself that the sadness you are feeling is 

temporary. It will pass. Its intensity will lessen just a little each day. Human beings are 
incredibly resilient and adaptable. Within a few months you will adapt to your new 
circumstances. All over eating will do in the long term is make you feel sad again as your 
weight increases and your self-esteem lowers.

3   Phone a friend. Having a support network in times of sadness is essential.

Identify a friend that can help support you through this. When you feel you are about to 
make a bad food choice phone he or she can help to life your mood and support you in 
making a better choice.

4   Work on your self-esteem. Sadness will be less intense if you have high selfesteem.

Remember that the loss of something, no matter what it is never makes you less worthy 
or deserving of happiness and love.
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5   Be an optimist. Your past does not determine your future. Everyone

experiences sad and difficult times in their lives in the same way that everyone 
experiences happy times. No matter what cards you have been dealt never give up hope. 
No matter what challenges you are facing in your life stay strong and belief in your heart 
that your future will contain plenty of happiness. Overeating will simply give you something 
else to feel sad about in the long term. Your sadness will pass but the extra pounds could 
hang around for a long time if you develop the habit of using food to soothe it.

5   Tips to Mindful eating

Have you ever noticed how often you eat whilst you are doing something else at the 
same time? When your mind is focussing on something else you are distracted from the 
experience of your eating. Eating mindfully simply means being connected to the 
experience of eating. Being present when you eat means that you will enjoy your food 
more and be less likely to overeat. Here are 5 tips to help you get into that practice.

1   Switch off the TV.

We've all probably enjoyed tucking into our dinner while we watch our favourite show. I 
know it seems more enjoyable to do this but the truth is that both activities will actually be 
less enjoyable than if you did them separately. This is because your attention will be 
divided between the two experiences. Instead eat with the TV switched off and focus on 
the flavours and texture of your food.

2   Become a wine taster.

When you sit down to eat visualise yourself as a wine taster. A wine taster takes the
smallest amount of wine in his or her mouth and swishes it around over every single 
taste bud. This allows him or her to derive the maximum amount of flavour and pleasure 
from every mouthful. Do the same when you eat. Really focus on the aroma, flavour and 
textures of every morsel. Don't worry though, you don't have to spit the food out 
afterwards.

3   Put your cutlery down more often.

There is evidence that eating too quickly means you are more likely to overeat.
Getting in the habit of putting your knife and fork down every other mouthful will slow 
your pace down a bit and allow you to focus more on the experience of eating.

4    Take a few deep breathes.

You are more likely to be eat mindfully if you are feeling relaxed before you eat. Taking a 
few deep breaths will allow you to release any tension that has built up in your body 
before you sit down to eat. By doing this you are then free to focus on your food without 
your attention diverted to your any stress you are feeling in your body.
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5   No texting.

I know you love your phone but either set a place for it so it can join you or put it out of 
sight. Constantly texting stops you from enjoying your present experience. Focuson your 
food and text to your heart's content once you've finished eating.

5   Tricks your mind will play on you when you are trying to lose weight

The mind can be very crafty. As if weight loss wasn't challenging enough it likes to play 
tricks on you to trip you up. If you know these tricks in advance you can stop your mind 
from fooling you in the future.

1   Abolish the word diet from your vocabulary.

Diet is a very emotive word. The mind tends to associate it with deprivation and sacrifice. 
Not only that but a diet suggests that there is a limit to the time you are following the 
plan. Consequently you will be counting off the days until you come off the diet and return 
to a normal eating regime. However don't forget that it was the normal eating regime that 
got you into trouble in the first place. You would be shocked at the amount of successful 
dieters who has returned to their pre diet weight within the following year or so.

2   Exercising does not give you the licence to eat whatever you want.

Your mind will tell you otherwise of course. Don't get me wrong, exercising obviously
burns calories and speeds up your metabolism. However studies have shown that when 
we exercise we feel that it gives us the moral licence to consume more food or select 
sugary treats. Be honest how many times have you said to yourself, oh well I've been to 
the gym today so I can have that curry or piece of cake. In fact a lot of people end up 
putting on more weight when they start exercising as a result of this destructive trick of 
the mind.

3   Don't starve yourself.

Now I'm not saying that you can't follow one of the popular fasting diets on the market. 
These are structured systems where calorific restriction forms part of the plan. However if 
you are feeling hungry most days your mind will eventually rebel like a moody teenager. 
When this happens you will almost certainly reach for a sugary snack to boost your mood 
and energy levels. Hunger will not only affect your blood sugar levels but it will also make 
you feel unhappy and irritable. It will also impact on your ability to think.

4   Be prepared for food fantasies.

The problem when you make certain foods forbidden is that you will crave them
more than ever. You will fantasise about how wonderful they will taste and resisting
them will become an enormous challenge. I’ll always remember a workshop I was
teaching a few years ago. One of the delegates was a fighter who had been
following a strict diet in order to lose weight for a fight.-
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   - He shared with the rest of the group that he had been recently been frequently 
fantasising about having a kebab. As He described in detail the pure pleasure he would 
derive from feasting on the object of his affection he raised his hands in front of him. 
Without even realising what he was doing he used his hands to display an imaginary 
kebab. This is not particularly interesting or unusual. We all occasionally gesture with our 
hands to punctuate a conversation. However this part was very interesting indeed. 
The imaginary kebab must have been over a foot long! Now I've seen some large kebabs 
in my time but none have been over a foot long! When the mind craves food it will make 
a visual representation of it in the mind that is much larger than in reality. Just look at the 
Marks and Spencer's advertisements on TV. Whichever food product is being advertised 
is so large that it won't fail to have you salivating on the spot.

5   Discipline has a mental cost.

Fascinating research has shown that when we are frequently required to exercise 
discipline it takes a mental toll on us. This is turn makes it more likely that you will fall off 
the wagon. If you are unaware that your mind has this little trick up its sleeve you can be 
caught off guard. This doesn't mean that you shouldn't be disciplined. Discipline is useful 
although it is more powerful when combined with visualisation. Regularly visualising 
yourself at your desired weight will ensure that you won't be relying on discipline alone to 
keep you motivated.
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